
DESCRIPTION OF EACH COMPONENT OF THE LINE

01) PACKAGE TTGHTENERS (FP-CEN)

Before entering the packing line, the operators put together some profiles for a package formation, lf
required, you can interpose a paper or nylon sheet between the profiles, cut to measure by the
paper stretcher ST.

After the manual formation of an assembled package of profiles, it is laid by a couple of operators on

the conveyor belt TA in correspondence with the package centering devices.
After the package centering and locking, the fifth wheels of the packages' tighteners rise up, they
stafi to turn around and wrap up the package itself in one / three established points, by means of
adequate tapes of extensible nylon.

The number of turns that the fifth wheels will do around the package can be set by the operator's
panel.

PACKAGE D/MENS/ONS; max.: hase 170 - height 150mm.
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02)

The function of these belts is bringing the aluminium package from the loading position of the
profiles to the motorized rolls feeding the wrapping machine.
These conveyor belts also have the function of accumulation , with constant rhythm, of a cefiain
quantity of tightened packages, with the aim of ensuring a reasonable autonomy of working to the
wrapping machine, and of avoiding, this way, frequent stops of the wrapper itself.
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03) PAPER PULLER (ST.800-1t

The operator can preset the quantity and the length of the sheet necessary for being interposed
between the profiles during the package formation.
The paper stretcher is predisposed for stretching sheets' layers on an adequate platform, the sheets
are cut out from spools of plastic material or paper, according to the requirements of the customer.
The spool's replacement device is simple and fast, and it does not require extraordinary operations.

sPool's DTMENS'O,\/S Ext.diam,max.300mm. Length: min.200 - max.800

CUT Nylon or paper Length: min.3000 - max 7000



04) MoToRtzEp RoLLS AT LoAptNG (RMC)

These rolls introduce the aluminium package coming from the belts of the pilgrim pitch towards
the wrapping machine,

The main function of these rolls is the optimization of the variable speed of the progress between
the end of a package entering the wrapping machine and the beginning of a package going out
of the walking beam. This task has the aim of connecting the two ends of the moving packages,
and avoiding possible collisions that may cause damages between a package end and the
beginning of its next one.
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05) Nro.1

The function of these belts is bringing the aluminium package from the loading position of the
profiles to the motorized rolls feeding the wrapping machine.
These conveyor belts also have the function of accumulation , with constant rhythm, of a certain
quantity of tightened packages, with the aim of ensuring a reasonable autonomy of working to the
wrapping machine, and of avoiding, this way, frequent stops of the wrapper itself.
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06)WRAPP|NG MACHTNE flNC)

The wrapping machine is predisposed for the inserlion of two polyetilene cilinders of 300
mm.diameter and 120 mm.thickness, held by adequate rolls bearers and a mechanical device
that can be adjusted for the stretching of the film that wraps the profiles.
The main shaft is sustained by two special ball bearings that allow the realization of the profiles'
progress, with optimous overlapping of the covering film with speed superror than 42 mt. /
minute. The wrapping machine is equipped with two motorized groups for the progress of the
profiles with variable speed, and with a cutting and hooking system of the film during the
assembling phase of the last profile.

The rolls bearer group has been equipped with a fast locking / unlocking system during the
phase of plastic rolls' replacement with the aim of drastically reduce the time needed for the
replacement of the rolls themselves,

ROTATION SHAFT: VARIABLE FROM 4 TO 350 turns / minute

PROGRESS SPEED: VARIABLE FROM 20 TO 43 meters / minute

MAX,PACKAGE DIMENS/ONS; 250 mm.(x 80 mm, il or 160 mm. k 160mm.h
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Oil TAPING MACHINE (NAS)

The function of the taping machine is applying some turns of adhesive tape on one end of the
package and the beginning of the next one, with the aim that the covering film does not roll down
leaving the ends of the profile without protection,

The detection of the connection of the two moving packages and the taping of the ends of the
packages themselves has been synchronized with their advancement by means of a detection
system by photocells and fast count by means of encoder.
A pafticular system of hooking and cutting of the tape permits to cumply this taping cycle with
extreme soeed and reliance.

SPEED OF PROGRESS; variable from 20 to 43 mt / min.

NR, OYERTAPP'NGS OF THE TAPE: programmable from 2 to 3 turns



LAUNCHER AND MOTORIZED ROLLS AFTER THE TAPING MACHINE (LAN)

After the taping phase, a system of fast drive of the profile by means of motorized rolls with
variable speed allows to tear the nylon roll of the profile already covered away from the
profile that is progressing inside the mandril of the wrapping machine, and allows also to
speed up the cylinder itself on a motorized roll that re-defines its speed and its aliqnment
before beinq translated to the forks of the case maKer.
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The function of the case maker is to set in order and deposit by programmable layers the
profiles' packages going out of the wrapping machine.
The setting of the package's dimension is carried out by means of operator's keyboard,
where the length and height of every package under formation can be defined.
An integrated system automatically synchronized of forks, package moving lifters, motorized
rolls, variable package - lockers, etc. allow to obtain every geometrical configuration with
max,base 650 mm for a maximum height of 650mm.
The case maker base is equipped with an adequate motorized system of rolls with the
specific function of releasing the package directed towards the equipment that, furlher on, will
wrap the package itself all around its perimeter by means of a film of extensible nylon.
This case maker is equipped with a function of side unloading over a table, in order to allow
through operators the forming of package into cafton boxes over a self-contaning rollway (12)

Side Unloadinq table view
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Ref.10 ) MOTORIZED ROLLS (RMS-FP)

The purpose of this motorized rollers is for to take out he formed package from the bundle loading

stations and convey it into the wrapper machine

Drawing example

SPEED RATE : From 6 to 10 mUminute
LENGTH OF THE CASE : From 2500 to 7500 mm
MAX WEIGHT OF THE CASE: 800 Kq
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The function of this shifting slides is to arrange and forming manually the bundle of profiles to be

packed,The profiles are insefted by the operators into these slides where two driving rollers, one

fixed and one adjustable depending on the bundle size to be arranged, they contain the profiles to

be packed.Once the bundle is ready , these slides transfer the bundle and and release it on the
transporl line where it will be driven for the final packing.

DIMENSION MIN, Base min= 250mm Height min= 250mm

DIMENSION MAX Base max= 600mm Height max= 600mm

Drawing example
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13) BUNDLE WRAPPER WITH WOODS - MODEL AVP.L

This machine is to be inseded in line with a conveyor rollers which drives the bundle to be wrapped
inside a rotor wheel of adequate diameter, where the progress of the bundle goes on in order to be
wrapped by a suitable stretch film.

This bundle wrapper is equipped with a electronically controlled device for the self-centering of the
perimeter of rotation of the stretch film coils according to the bundles' dimensions. This device has a
fundamental impoftance for avoiding the excessive curling of the wrapping coil. The rotation control
will take place by means of an invefter to allow a variable overlapping of the stretch film according to
the specific needs of the product.

The machine is equipped of a film clipping system for both coils, that once terminated bundle
wrapping, provide to cut and tension of the film, ready to starl a new cycle without the need of
operators adjustment. The AVP-L is equipped with and automatic device for the inseftion of

e.
The machine is predisposed for bearing two cylinders of extensible nylon of diam.250mm, width
240mm. each,

Feed rate : From 6 to 10 mt / minute
Dimension of the bundle : Min 200 x 300 mm / Max 600 x 600 mm
Lenqth of the bundle : Min 3000 mm / Max 7.500 mm
Max Weiqht of the bundle : Ks 800 at 7500 mm lenqth
Max wood strips stored : 4+ 4 for each bundle
Programmable battens for bundle : From 2to 4 ( or 2+2 to 4+4)
Proqrammable wrappinq speed : From 4 to 9 mt per minute
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The function of this motorized rolls is bringing the packages going out of the case wrapper /
strapping machine towards the weighting station for gross weight detection,
A special device allows the transfer on belts of packages with strap, of cases packed with the
system applied on the case maker (wood spacing bars wrapped by extensible nylon) and also of
packages wrapped by extensible nylon only,
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All the packages going out of the bundle maker will be automatically weighted by a weighting station
(for gross weight) with six loading cells, complete with specific control board with the electronic
panel of the weighting system and of the net connection for the data transfer.
On this keyboard, moreover, a second panel view is located for the operator's controls, connected in

parallel to the main panel view.

END OF SCATE WEIGHT: 1200 Kg.

LOADING C tS

PLAN
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16)

This station is composed of a series of motorized rolls and allows the accumulation of some
packages that have already been weighted before being translated to the strappirrrg position. These
motorized belts are equipped with a double pneumatic platform balance system irrr order to pick the
package up from the weighting station.
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E) ELECTRICAL BOARD + SOFTWARE

The general board of the machine will be equipped with various electromechanical components of
the major brands: Siemens, Telemecanique etc., in addition of PLC and invefters of the major brand

Allen Bradley, Together with the general board we will also provide two remote boards of the screen
kind, where the oanel view for the ooerators will be installed.
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FEATURES

N' 1 couple of operators for the tasks of packages' preparation and their loading

- Compressed air:: 8 Bar

- Electrical line installation: 380V 3F - 8 Kw

- Pneumatic centralized system

with electrovalves'control on the net Metalwork

- Electrical equipment Telemecanique / Siemens

- PLC: Allen Bradley

- Electrical motors and motoreducers: Siemens - Bonfiglioli

DIMENSIONS

OF THE CASES

PARAMETERS MINIMUM MAXIMUM

heiqht 30 mm 650 mm

width '100 mm 650 mm

lenqht 4.000 mm 7.500 mm

Weiqht Max 1,000 kq


